Getting Permission from IEEE to Reuse Material From Their Journals

Unlike most scientific publishers, the IEEE charges fees for reuse of material from their journals. However, the process is quite simple and automated, with significant discounts if you are an IEEE member. What you need to do is:

1. Go to the journal paper you need permission for on the IEEE Xplore website: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
2. Click on “request permission” on the left side of the page.
3. A pop-up box will appear. You should select the following options:
   - I would like to… > Reuse in a book/textbook
   - Describe who will republish the content > Non-commercial / non-profit
   - I am an IEEE member OR the author of this IEEE content > select Yes or No
   - I would like to use > figures, tables, graphs
   - My number of figures, tables, graphs > enter the number you are using from the paper (usually 1)
   - My format is > print and electronic
   - In the following languages > Original language
   - My currency is > select the best option for you
4. Then click on “Quick Price”. The cost will be USD10 if you are an IEEE member or the author of the paper you are taking material from, or USD37.50 otherwise.
5. Click on “continue” to go to the IEEE payment page.
6. When the payment is made you will be emailed a license to use the figure. Please send this to us as proof that permission has been granted.

Below is a screen shot of how it should look when you fill in all of the options: